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hanghai is a multi-cultural metropolis with both 

modern and traditional Chinese features. You can 

experience its unique regional culture from sky-scraping 

razzmatazz to ornate Western mansions and cozy 

cottages survived the vicissitudes of the 20th century. 

Meanwhile, as the most diverse and vibrate city in 

China, there's always something new to eat, a new show 

to catch, a new stylish place to discover.
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The Bund, Wàitān

he Bund alongside the Huangpu River once was the financial center of the Far East, known as the most symbolic 

scenic spot of the city in modern times. It is often referred to as "the museum of buildings", as many different styles of 

European buildings can be found here. Now it is even more attractive as you can also see modern skyscrapers just 

opposite the Huangpu River. That gives you a strong contrast between modern life and the past.
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Highlights

    The Exotic Building Clusters consists 

of  52 class ical  bui ld ings of  di f ferent 

architecture styles including Gothic, 

Baroque, Romanesque, Classicism and 

the Renaissance. It is considered the city's 

symbol since the 1920s.

    Shanghai Skyl ine is  the symbol of 

modern Shanghai and is defining the city's 

landscape to a new level. It seems to rise 

into the clouds and different angles give 

different perspectives of the city. It offers 

you the best and the beautiful Shanghai 

Skyline view along the western side of the 

River Huangpu, the Bund.

    Nanjing Road, starts at the Bund in the 

east and ends at West Yan'an Road in the 

west, the Nanjing Road Pedestrian Street 

lined with different shops stretches around 

1,200 meters (1,312 yards). As a century-

old shopping street in Huangpu District, 

Shanghai, Nanjing Road was a witness of 

the city's history.

The Exotic Building Clusters Shanghai Skyline Nanjing Road
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Yu Garden and Bazaar，Yùyuán

nown by lots of different names 

such as the Yu Garden, Yuyuan, 

Yuyuan Bazaar, Nanshi, and Old 

Town, the area that surrounds 

Shanghai's most famous classical 

garden is Shanghai's main tourist 

area. Flocks of domestic and foreign 

tourists alike head to the area to get 

their fill of culture.

K If you are a foodie, then you are 

welcome to enjoy one of great but 

cheap things to do in Shanghai in 

the snack street which is connected 

to Yu Garden. You can taste nearly 

all kinds of local snacks here, such 

as  Nanxiang Steamed Stuffed 

Buns, Chop Rice Cakes, Vegetable 

Stuffed Buns, Crab-Yellow Pastries 

and Cream Spiced Beans. And 

don’t forget the Fried Stuffed Buns, 

when eaten with Beef Vermicelli 

Soup, they're really delicious. 
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Tianzifang

Xintiandi

Xīntiāndì and Tiánzǐfǎng

Both are based on a similar idea – an entertainment complex housed within a warren of lòngtáng (alleyways). 

Xintiandi has been a Shanghai icon for over 

a decade. An upmarket entertainment 

and shopping complex  model led on 

traditional alleyway homes, this was the 

first development in the city to prove that 

historical architecture makes big commercial 

sense. Well-heeled shoppers and alfresco 

diners keep things lively until late, and if 

you're looking for a memorable meal or to 

browse through some of Shanghai's more 

fashionable boutiques, you're in the right 

spot.

Unlike Xintiandi, families actually reside in 

Tianzifang and have done so for decades, 

meaning there's a genuine charm, vibrancy 

and community. It is converted from the 

unique local shíkùmén complex which is a 

type of traditional residence combining the 

western and Chinese characteristics. You 

do need to wade through the souvenir stalls 

to get to the good stuff, but this network of 

design studios, cafes, bars and boutiques is 

the perfect antidote to Shanghai's oversized 

malls and intimidating skyscrapers.
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Zhujiajiao, also called "The Venice of Shanghai", is the 

best-preserved ancient water town among the four 

ancient towns in Shanghai. The town is crisscrossed with 

various water ways and there are several bridges with 

different shapes as well as numerous interesting stores. 

You can choose to stroll around the town on foot or by 

boat to experience the local customs and appreciate 

the ancient buildings. By the way, the traditional snacks 

are also very tasty.
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Zhūjiājiǎo

Water

Town

hujiaj iao Water Town 

i s  s i tuated for ty  seven 

k i l o m e t e r s  a w a y  f r o m 

downtown Shanghai. It is a 

typical and ancient water 

town in Qingpu District, 

south of the Yangtze River, 

which has almost 1,700 

years of history. 
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Best Things to Do

Could walking Shanghai's scenic Bund ever get old? 

The architecture, history, and people watching can 

keep you entertained for hours. Visitors get treated to a 

glimpse of the Bund's grandeur from the 1920s alongside 

impressive, modern development. You can get a feeling 

for just how important Shanghai was as a trading port in 

the early 20th century and as a financial center today.

After a walk along the Bund, you can consider taking 

a Huangpu River cruise. On the cruise, you will see 

the historical architecture on the Bund, as well as the 

modern skyscrapers opposite the Huangpu River, giving 

you a distinctive contrast between modern life and the 

past. You are recommended to take a night cruise and 

you will be impressed by the enchanting night view.

Stroll Along the Bund and Take a Huangpu River Cruise
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Former French Concession 

Walking Tour

City Walk 

The Former French Concession (FFC) is one of the top 

attractions for Shanghai visitors due to its historical 

buildings and beautiful streets.

Walking along some of the streets in the FFC, you may 

find yourself touring some European countries. A typical 

feature of the FFC is the plane tree avenues, which 

are incomparable walking paths. You may find lines of 

elegant old houses in different architectural styles. During 

your visit, don't skip the cafés, bars, and restaurants, or 

miss the boutiques and antiques shops.

Recommended Streets: Wukang Road/Sinan Road/Xinhua Road
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Wander Along

Shanghai Old Street

City Walk 

If you want to know what Shanghai used to be like 100 years ago, 

take a walk around Shanghai Old Street, which is 1 kilometer south 

of the Bund. There are no broad avenues or streams of traffic, just 

scruffy buildings and the hustle and bustle of the residents. You 

seldom see young people there, besides other visitors, because 

there is nothing there but the memories of the city.
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Overlooking the City from Shanghai Tower

In Pudong new area, stands the tallest building in China 

and the second tallest of the world, Shanghai Tower. The 

total height of the building is 632 meters (2,074 feet). The 

appearance of the building is spirally upward, symbolizing 

the shape of Chinese dragon. Standing on the 118-story 

sightseeing hall, you can have a close look at the Oriental 

Pearl Tower, Jin Mao Tower and the World Financial Center 

while overlooking the whole city. 
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Tour the Shanghai Museum 

and 

Enjoy a Spare Time in People's Square

The Shanghai Museum is one of mainland China's best collections of 

treasures, and admission is free! With four floors to explore, you can 

easily spend half a day or more learning about Chinese culture as 

you browse through bronzes, jades, calligraphy, and porcelain, to 

name a few.

The People's Square is right in front of you when you get out of the 

Shanghai Museum. Every day visitors will see thousands of doves 

which provide a peaceful and matronly atmosphere there. You can 

stroll around the area for taking a rest and enter some restaurant for 

dinner.
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Transportation Information and Tips

By Flight

Hongqiao Airport is located near the town of Hongqiao in 

Changning District and Minhang District, 13 kilometres west of 

downtown, and is closer to the city center than the area's primary 

international airport, Shanghai Pudong. Pudong Airport mainly 

serves international flights, while Shanghai Hongqiao mainly serves 

domestic and regional flights in East Asia. Located about 30 

kilometres east of the city center.

Passengers can use the metro Line 2 or Line 10 at Shanghai 

Hongqiao International Airport to reach the city centre takes around 

45 minutes. Besides, metro Line 2 also connect to Shanghai Pudong 

International Airport. If you want to experence a more convienient 

way to catch the plane and transfer to the downtown, there is 

Maglev Train runs between Shanghai Pudong International Airport 

to Longyang Road, covering the whole journey for only 8 min.

Shanghai is one of the leading air transport 

g a t e w a y s  i n  A s i a .  T h e  c i t y  h a s  t w o 

commercial international airports: Shanghai 

Pudong Internationa Airport  (PVG)  and Shanghai 

Hongqiao International Airport (SHA).
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By Train

A major China railway network hub, Shanghai has four railway stations. They are Shanghai Railway Station, Shanghai 

West Railway Station, Shanghai South Railway Station and Shanghai Hongqiao Railway Station. Trains to surrounding 

cities are very convenient (within 2 hours), such as Hangzhou, Suzhou, and Nanjing.

Shanghai Railway Station

Shanghai Railway Station is convenient to get to because it is located in Shanghai's city 

center, Jing'an District. This station is the largest railway station in Shanghai, running the 

majority of regular trains to/from 70 domestic large and middle-sized cities. Besides, there are 

over 15 bullet trains running between Nanjing and Shanghai, 5 bullet trains running between 

Beijing and Shanghai.

Shanghai Hongqiao Railway Station

Shanghai Hongqiao Train Station is a high-speed station with bullet trains to most cities in 

China such as Beijing, Hangzhou, Suzhou, Guangzhou & Chengdu. The railway station is 

part of a mega-transport hub being Hongqiao Transportation Hub that also includes metro 

station and Shanghai Hongqiao International Airport making for very easy connections. It is 

connected to Metro Lines 2 and 10 for convenient access to the rest of the city.
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By Metro
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S i x t e e n 

Shanghai 

s u b w a y  l i n e s  h a v e 

connections all over 

Shanxghai, with stops 

a t  o r  n e a r b y  t h e 

main attractions and 

c o m m e r c i a l  a r e a s . 

Tickets start from 2rmb 

-  9 rmb depends on 

distance. There are 

also day tickets options 

available.


